Abstract-An implicit association test is a human psychological test used to measure subconscious associations. While widely recognized by psychologists as an effective tool in measuring attitudes and biases, the validity of the results can be compromised if a subject does not follow the instructions or attempts to manipulate the outcome. Compared to previous work, we collect training data using a more generalized methodology. We train a variety of different classifiers to identify a participant's first attempt versus a second possibly compromised attempt. To compromise the second attempt, participants are shown their score and are instructed to change it using one of five randomly selected deception methods. Compared to previous work, our methodology demonstrates a more robust and practical framework for accurately identifying a wide variety of deception techniques applicable to the IAT.
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I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Implicit Association Test
An implicit association test (IAT) is a human cognitive test that measures subconscious association between concepts and attributes [7] . For example, in our experiment, the concepts are computer science are biology, and the attributes are male and female. In our example, a positive IAT score indicates that a participant associates computer science with male and biology with female, whereas a negative scores indicates the participant associates computer science with female and biology with male. Scores close to zero indicate weak or neutral associations.
Participants are shown items (typically words or images) on the center of a web page. Each item represents one of the concepts or attributes. For example, in our experiment, first names such as James and Mary are used to represent the attributes male and female and words such as Internet and habitat are used to represent the concepts computer science and biology.
An IAT is divided into practice blocks, which familiarize the participant with the items, and critical blocks, which test the participant's ability to correctly and quickly categorize the items. In each block, concepts, attributes, or both are assigned to the left and right side in different configurations (see [6] ). When a participant is shown an item, they must press a keyboard key with either their left or right index finger to match the item with the correct concept or attribute.
The key principle of an IAT is that if a participant naturally associates a concept with an attribute, they will be able to match items more quickly and with fewer errors when the concept and attribute are paired on the same side. Conversely, if a participant disassociates a concept with an attribute, their response will typically be slower and more prone to error when the concept and attribute are paired on the same side. The difference in response time and error rate between concept-attribute pairing is recognized by psychologists as a good measure of implicit or subconscious association. Implicit association is often different than self-reported association and detecting this difference is considered valuable to understanding biases, attitudes, and mental processes. [9, 10, 11, 2] By one survey, IATs accounted for 50% of implicit bias measurements in social cognition research and since the time of the survey has remained an influential measurement tool. [13, 3] B. Faking, Deceiving, and Compromising IAT Results
The validity of IAT results can be compromised in many different ways. Participants may not correctly follow the instructions or may become distracted during critical blocks. Participants can deliberately make errors or delay/accelerate their response time in order to alter their IAT score. Participants can modify their response patterns through concentration or by physical modification such as changing their hand position. It is possible for the same participant to produce test results that show significantly different or contradictory outcomes. For example, a participant's first IAT attempt could show a strong association between computer science and male but a subsequent attempt could show a very weak association or the opposite association, i.e., strong association between computer science and female. One of the goals of tools measuring implicit (subconscious) bias like an IAT is to rule out conscious or controlled responding. A critical problem is that participants who are familiar with IATs can potentially control results and deceptively obtain that does not reflect their natural implicit association.
Previous psychological studies have developed simple measures for identifying participants who faked their results. By examining the difference between the average response time of the fastest critical block in a natural IAT and average response time of the slowest critical block in a faked IAT, researchers [4] averaged 75% accuracy in identifying faked attempts. By examining the ratio between average response time for the fastest critical block and the corresponding practice blocks, researchers [1] achieved 80% accuracy. While these indices accurately identify scores that were faked by slowing down, more recent work [15] found that these indices fail to identify other deception strategies.
While many IAT faking strategies have been studied [16, 12, 5] , research in detecting IAT faking [17, 1, 4, 14] focus on only one or two deception strategies. To obtain training data for analysis, researchers (i) use surveys to prune out participants who are familiar with IATs, (ii) use direct observation to prune out participants who are not following the instructions correctly, and (iii) use aggregate data and cutoffs to prune out participants who cannot significantly alter their IAT score when instructed to do so. Thus, researchers are analyzing data consisting of only verified natural attempts and successfully faked attempts, which will have significant statistical differences. Thus, these studies give practitioners false confidence that determining the validity of IAT results is a simple and easily solved problem.
When one considers scenarios with subjects who cannot be surveyed or observed, who may not be following the correct instructions, or who may be employing a wide variety of effective or ineffective deception strategies, the problem of determining IAT validity is more challenging. In this paper we focus on experiments that do not necessarily rely on the the aid of direct observation, prior knowledge about the participants, or selective data pruning.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. IAT Implementation
While IAT data is publicly available, it was important to obtain very specific training data to capture a variety of different deception techniques. Thus, we implemented our own online IAT to match the block configuration and improved scoring algorithm described in Greenwald et al. [8] .
We chose computer science and biology as the two concepts, and male and female as the two attributes. We selected these concepts and attributes because they reflect a well-known stereotype where it is reasonable to accept association between computer science and male. Following the best practices described in Greenwald et al. [9] , we selected words (see Table  I ) to represent the concepts and attributes. 
B. Participants and Deception Strategies
With the approval of our institutional review board 1 , we solicited participation by contacting friends and colleagues via direct email and private Facebook messaging. Participants were directed to a webpage where they were presented with an informed consent agreement. Those who agreed to participate were asked to complete a short demographic survey, which was not used in this specific study, followed by the IAT described above. After completing the IAT (first attempt), participants were shown their score and whether they associated computer science with male (positive score) or computer science with female (negative score). Afterwards, participants were presented with an infographic that describes one of five randomlyselected deception strategies for altering one's score. Table II summarizes the five deception strategies and Fig. 1 shows an example infographic. Each presented infographic is customized to describe when to use the deception strategy in order to alter one's score on the second attempt. For example, if a participant's first attempt score is positive, the instructions (if followed) will yield a negative score. Conversely, if a participant's first attempt score is negative, following the instructions will yield a positive score on the second attempt.
C. Method Goals
Out methodology is designed to generate two classes of IAT attempts: The first attempt is where participants take our specific IAT for the first time and the second attempt, is where participants have been previously shown (i) their first attempt score, (ii) the association indicated by their score, and (iii) instructions on how to alter their score to achieve the opposite association. Unlike previous studies [17, 1, 4, 14] , we did not exclude first attempts based on survey answers or direct observation nor did we exclude second attempts that did (a) Instructions to disassociate computer science and male using error manipulation.
Fig. 1: Infographic Examples
not produce a significantly different score, i.e., unsuccessful faking/deception. We only removed attempts that were incomplete, i.e., the participant quit before finishing all the blocks in the two IAT attempts.
While pruning the data based on direct observation and expert knowledge yields training data that is more accurate in terms of identifying natural implicit reaction vs. truly faked responses, consider that direct observation is challenging when administering online IATs and that participants might not be truthful when asked about previous IAT knowledge. Our goal is to show that previous methodologies may not be effective when applied to more realistic data and that a machine learning approach is needed to more accurately classify IAT results.
III. IAT ATTRIBUTES AND DETECTING SECOND ATTEMPTS
An IAT records a participants key press response times and errors in categorizing 200 items. The items are presented in seven blocks where each block represents a screen configuration with different concepts, attributes, or both paired on the right and left side. Three of the blocks (80 presented items) are practice blocks that only include concepts or attributes to help familiarize the participant with the items and the correct classifications. Four of the blocks (120 presented items) are critical blocks where both concepts and attributes are paired together on each side. In critical blocks, the user's response time and accuracy are used to determine their IAT score. In our experiment, all five of the presented deception strategies instruct the participant to use a delaying technique during the two critical blocks (60 presented items) which paired the naturally associated concepts. If the participant successfully employs that strategy, their score will be altered.
Note that some participants may not employ the strategy at all, i.e., they may forget what to do on the second attempt. In principle, these second attempts could be considered natural first attempts since the participant is not altering their behavior. However, participants' response time and accuracy may change on the second attempt. Participants are more familiar with the items so response time and error rate could decrease, but they are also more fatigued and it may be harder to concentrate. Nonetheless, it may be possible to detect second attempts from response differences regardless of whether or not the deception strategy is being used effectively. Also, note that some participants may employ the strategy during the wrong block configurations. If the strategy is employed during practice blocks, it will not impact their IAT score at all, but it will impact response time and accuracy. If the strategy is employed during the wrong critical blocks, it would exaggerate the score, i.e, strengthen association rather than reverse it. Again, it may be possible to detect second attempts even if the deception strategy is being improperly employed.
It is important to note that second attempts do not necessarily represent deception. Instead, they represent a more general and diverse class of IATs that are potentially compromised. Correctly classifying first attempts vs. second attempts is likely more challenging than classifying verified natural attempts vs. effectively faked attempts.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Overview
Out of approximately 200 solicited participants, 108 agreed to the informed consent and 67 completed all trials in both their first and second IAT attempts. Table III shows the mean and standard deviation of the response times, error rates, and IAT scores for both the first and second IAT attempts among the 67 full participants. The last row shows the p-value of a two-tailed dependent t-test for paired samples. These values indicate a strong statistical difference between the first and second attempts.
On the first attempt, the average IAT score was 0.395 and 87% (58 out of 67) participants scored above zero indicating that our participants tend to associate computer science with male. The information presented to the participants after the first attempt had a significant impact on altering the second attempt. The mean score decreased to 0.010 and only 52% (35 out of 67) participants scored above zero indicating a significant change to neutral association. Overall 51 out of 67 participants were able to alter their score by at least 1 standard deviation opposite their initial association.
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B. Comparing Multiple Machine Learning Methods
IAT Score data as well as individual trial times were exported from the website; using the IAT package 2 and basic functions in R, multiple features were calculated for each of the seven blocks, including the percent of errors, percent of responses faster than 300ms, five-number summary, and skewness. Using these measures, we made two subsets of the dataset: an unpruned set consisting of all IAT attempts and a pruned set of all first attempts and only second attempts which reversed the score from the first attempt. We defined a successfully reversed score as a second IAT attempt that changed by at least one standard deviation toward the opposite direction of the initial attempt. The final datasets did not contain the score associated with the IAT attempt as this would assume prior knowledge of the true score of the attempt.
We performed feature selection on both subsets, and any attribute with a correlation value above 0.75 was subsequently removed. Removing the correlated attributes would allow for faster training times and eliminated any features that would not contribute to the models. For each subset, we used 7 distinct machine learning algorithms provided by Weka (using the default parameters): naive Bayes, support vector machines, multinomial logistic regression, multilayer perceptron, simple logistic regression, propositional rule learner (JRip), and random forest. Training and testing was done using leave-oneout cross-validation. Table IV shows the weighted F1 scores across each subset and with each ML method. We used F1 scores as a comparative metric because it is more robust in comparison with accuracy, especially when looking at datasets where classes are not equally distributed.
On the unpruned data, multinomial logistic performed the best achieving an F1 score of 0.75 followed closely by naive bayes, SVM, and multilayer perceptron. The multilayer perceptron performed the best on the pruned data achieving an F1 score of 0.81. All models, with the exception of multinomial logistic, performed better on the pruned data. Overall, the more complex models (i.e., SVM and multilayer perceptron) performed the best across the pruned and unpruned data.
It is important to note the model performances on both the pruned and unpruned data since they address similar but 2 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/IAT/index.html distinct tasks: the unpruned data looks to identify unnatural or compromised IATs (ones that have not been taken honestly and for the first time) while the pruned data seeks to identify only those who successfully reverse their score. Which one of these is relevant would depend on the intended use of the model.
C. Deeper Investigation with Muti-Layer Perceptrons
In order to more closely investigate whether there were more subtle complexities, we used a multilayer perceptron (MLP) built in TensorFlow to more finely control the neural network in order to see if offered any significant gains in F1 score over the other methods.
The MLPs were tested with 10-fold as well as leave-one-out cross-validation with similar results. After approximately 50 epochs of training, the MLP would show significantly lower training costs than on unseen test cases due to overfitting on the training data; despite this, increases in performance occurred until about 200 epochs. Even with methods of regularization including reducing the hidden layer nodes, adding dropout, and including weight decay in the cost metric failed to significantly reduce overfitting in the neural net. One likely cause of overfitting is the small training set size. We found adding a second hidden layer did not alter the performance of the MLP and would only worsen overfitting. Normalizing the input datasets significantly improved the performance of the MLP.
Using a perceptron with one hidden layer written in TensorFlow specifically with 13 hidden nodes and a 0.7 keep probability (for dropout) attained an F1 score of 0.78 on the unpruned data after 200 epochs (using a 0.5 threshold for the F1 score). This F1 score outperformed all of the Weka models. The TensorFlow MLP was able to match but not exceed the Weka MLP with an F1 score of 0.81 on the pruned data. Although pruning improved the performance of the model, the MLP does not rely on pruning for effective prediction. While we specifically compared F1 scores, accuracies for the TensorFlow MLP fell in the 0.7 to 0.8 range.
D. Comparison to Previous Methods of Detection
As a point of comparison, we implemented the topperforming method of faking detection presented in Agosta et al. [1] which is based off of the ratio of response times of the fastest pair of critical blocks to those of the corresponding practice blocks. Table V shows our top performing model (the TensorFlow MLP) compared against the ratio-based model both on the unpruned and pruned data. Tweaking the threshold ratio for faked/non-faked IATs did not significantly alter the F1 score.
The ratio-based model showed accuracies of 70% or lower as opposed to 80% as presented in Agosta et al. [1] suggesting that it might not be robust against different deception strategies. Our machine learning models demonstrate better robustness to different deception methods by significantly outperforming the ratio-based model. Simple data analysis revealed that 51 out of 67 participants were able to significantly alter their score with only brief training on how to do so. This clearly motivates the need for a way to detect compromised IATs as they are not difficult to deceive.
We found that more complex models such as SVM and MLP perform slightly better the simpler models we tested. This suggests that there might be some nuances in the data that require a more sophisticated model to detect. Yet the fact that an MLP overfits quickly on the data even with regularization suggests that more data would be needed to make full use of the model.
With F1 scores (along with accuracy, precision, and recall) in the 0.7 to 0.8 range, the models we trained would not prove accurate enough to determine if a single IAT attempt was honest or not (e.g., 1 in 5 attempts is a false positive or a false negative). Yet the models could still provide an accurate assessment of the quality of a large set of IAT attempts, which would still prove useful in research applications in psychology and cognitive science. Furthermore, while our models provide comparable performance to previous attempts to identify faked IATs, using machine learning to do so offers a more robust solution regardless of the use of pruning or the method of deception.
Future work in this area of research could address two main issues. First, it could determine whether more data is able to improve the performance of more complex machine learning models. Second, it could address whether a model trained on data from one IAT could be applied directly to another IAT or if each IAT must have a model trained only on that IAT.
Overall, the task of detecting unnaturally taken IATs is well suited for machine learning as it is a well defined classification problem supported by a rich array of data points and aggregate metrics. That being said, the nature of obtaining data directly from human subjects can present two challenges. First, machine learning models perform better with a large volume of data, yet obtaining data from human subjects is time-consuming and requires a relatively large amount of effort. Second, the veracity of the data will always be in question; this is exaggerated by the fact that IATs rely very heavily on honest, natural responses which can never be undisputedly verified. Despite this, we have developed a method of identifying compromised IATs that is robust in the face of multiple different deception strategies.
